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It has been another privileged year serving you as Correspondent Board Governor at FCC.   

Through individual and collaborative efforts, and as co-convener of the more aptly named 

“Communications Committee,” we continue to improve communications delivery to 

esteemed members of the FCC through both traditional and modern venues.   

KEY OBJECTIVES:  Inspired by the great content delivered by “The Correspondent,” 

we look to improve the FCC website.  With great support from our board, we are 

employing a “Web First +Print” strategy where traditional magazine inspires immediate 

content delivery on our FCC website.  By marrying the best of “The Correspondent” and 

what FCC website has become – essentially, our calling card to a global community for 

any and all events in Hong Kong and the region – we elevate the respect and prestige of 

this very loved club of ours.  It is a multi-communications strategy:  keep delivering “The 

Correspondent” into the hands of members who look forward to it; and more immediate 

and relevant news and events for those who like the convenience of going on-line.    

We are in the middle of this on-going project, and I look to your support to continue to 

improve it for all of us at the FCC.    

Another year has flown by, and the club is better for the hard work and effort we've 

contributed as a board.  With your support, I will continue to bring energy, new ideas and 

innovative thinking to the table.  There is much more work to be done. 

The Board of Governors, more than ever before, reflects a diverse group of members.  It 

has been a powerful mix of perspectives and leadership.  I hope to help contribute to this 

leadership for 2015-2016 and ask for your vote.   

 

With gratitude,  

Angie Lau 
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